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ASSIGNMENT - 1 

B.A./B.Com./B.Sc./B.H.M./B.B.A./B.B.M. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 2023. 

Second Year  

 (i) ENGLISH PAPER – II 

MAXIMUM : 30 MARKS 
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS 

 

1.  (a) Read the following passage and answer the questions:   

 Vegetarians do not eat meat, poultry or fish but they do eat eggs and dairy products. 

Vegans, however, eat foods of plant origin only. They do not take milk or milk products. 

Avoiding animal foods like this can lead to mineral and vitamin deficiencies, poor iron 

absorption and lack of calcium. Vegetarians, vegans and a third group pescatarians 

(who eat fish but not meat) usually eat more fibre and complex carbohydrates than 

meat-eaters in the form of whole-grain cereals, nuts and pulses. A high-fibre diet can 

protect us against several diseases of the gut. 

  (i) What are the classifications of people based on their food habits? 

  (ii) Vegans have curd. True or false. 

  (iii) What happens when animal food is avoided? 

  (iv) What are some sources of fibre? 

  (v) How does a high-fibre diet help us? 

 (b) Read the text and answer by choosing the right answer:   

 If you wish to be a writer you must develop your own point of view. All good writers 

make us see things in a different light. You may be writing about the same thing as 

your classmates but your presentation must reflect your personality and individuality. 

There are so many interesting subjects you can write about in different forms but here 

we will try to attempt writing short stories. There is a good market for the following 

types: the humorous stories, the adventurous stories, the domestic stories, the 

mysteries and stories related to animals and strange experiences. Don’t worry if your 

story turns out to be short some of the best stories are quite short. Be careful about the 

climax or end of the story. It must be what the reader fears, desires, expects or best of 
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all, doesn’t expect. So, get down to it. Think of a plot, make points on how the story will 

progress and pen it down. 

  (i) The most important thing about being a writer is that: 

   (1) you must have a pen and paper 

   (2) you must have a degree in writing 

   (3) you must have a painful heart 

   (4) you must learn to develop your own point of view. 

  (ii) The narrator advices the reader to write inorder to: 

   (1) earn a livelihood 

   (2) show his intelligence to others 

   (3) encourage him to become a writer 

   (4) make him famous among his people 

  (iii)  Most of the people like to read 

   (1) horror stories 

   (2) social stories 

   (3) humorous and adventurous stories 

   (4) love stories 

  (iv)  A successful writer’s presentation must reflect: 

   (1) his personality and individuality 

   (2) his handwriting 

   (3) his showy nature 

   (4) his superiority to others 

  (v)  The phrase ‘pen it down’ here means: 

   (1) to put down the pen 

   (2) to write 

   (3) to throw it down 

   (4) to throw the pen 
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2. Answer in about 100 words.   

 (a) How did Gandhi succeed in reducing his expenses? 

 (b) What are the sources of knowledge? 

 (c) What could Helen Keller see on the first day? 

 (d) Why did Orwel decide to shoot the elephant? 

3. Answer in about 200 words.   

 (a) How important is it for a writer to be a good reader and keen observer? 

 (b) How relevant are Russell’s views on war and peace in today’s world? 

 (c) How did Gandhi realize that it was his character that made a gentleman of him? 

4. (a) Answer in about 100 words.   

  (i) How does Emily Dickinson present death? 

  (ii) Summarize Naidu’s patriotic feelings in, ‘The gift of India’. 

  (iii) What is the central theme of ‘Mending Wall’? 

(b) Explain the following:   

  (i) If winter comes, can spring be far behind? 

  (ii) And mark in every face I meet 

   Marks of weakness, marks of woe. 

  (iii) My whole heart rises upto bless 

   Your name in pride and thankfulness. 
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ASSIGNMENT - 2 

B.A./B.Com./B.Sc./B.H.M./B.B.A./B.B.M. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 2023. 

Second Year  

 (i) ENGLISH PAPER – II 

MAXIMUM : 30 MARKS 
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS 

 

1. Answer in about 200 words.   

(a) What is the effect of the bird’s song on Keats? 

(b) Why does Kamala Das call the body a regular pest? 

(c) What is the central theme of, ‘The Last ride together’? 

2. Answer in about 200 words.   

 (a) Comment on ‘Diamond Rice’ as a satire on society. 

 (b) Sketch the character of Subha. 

 (c) Summarize the story of ‘The Lottery Ticket’. 

  

3. Read the following passage and summarize it.   

 Most of us take life for granted. We know that one day we must die but usually we picture 
that day as far in the future. When we are in good health, death is all but unimaginable. We 
seldom think of it. The days stretch out in an endless vista. So we go about our petty tasks 
hardly aware of our listless attitude towards life. The same lethargy, I am afraid 
characterizes the use of all our faculties and senses. Only the deaf appreciate hearing, only 
the blind realize the manifold blessings that lie in sight. Particularly does this observation 
apply to those who have lost sight and hearing in adult life. But those who have never 
suffered impairment of sight or hearing seldom make the fullest use of these blessed 
faculties. Their eyes and ears take in all the sights and sounds hazily without concentration 
and with little appreciation. It is the same old story of not being grateful for what we have 
until we lost it, of not being conscious of health until we are ill. 

4. Write an essay on the following:   

 (a) Unemployment 

(b) Care of the elderly 

 (c) Women empowerment  
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5. Answer the following:   

(a) Write a report on the ‘Annual Day’ program in your college. 

 (b) Write a report on the begging menace in your city. 

6. Use sentences of your own.   

 (a) to bear with 

 (b) to bank on 

 (c) to eat humble pie 

 (d) to break down 

 (e) hand-in-glove 

 (f) break the ice 

 (g) beat about the bush 

 (h) turn over a new leaf 

7. Answer the following:   

 (a) Write a dialogue between friends on future career plans. 

(b) Write a letter to your brother telling him to concentrate on his studies. 

 (c) Write a letter to your principal asking him to give you a month’s time to pay your 
college fees. 

——————— 
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ASSIGNMENT - 1 

B.A./B.Com./B.Sc./BHM/BBA/BBM DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, MARCH 2023. 

Second Year 

(ii) SANSKRIT PAPER – II (NR) 

MAXIMUM : 30 MARKS 

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS 

1. CÎma§ {bIV& 

 Answer the questions:   

 (a) aËZmdë`m§ MVwWm©‘>ñ` H$Wm§ {bIV& 

  Explain the story of the Fourth Act of drama Ratnavali. 

 (b) _Ü`_ì`m`moJñ` Zm_gmW©Š`§ {bIV& 

  Describe the propriety of the name Madhyamavyayoga. 

 (c) aKmo… ñd^md§ {deX`V& 

  Explain the nature of king Raghu. 

 (d) {d_bm`m… d¥ÎmmÝV§ g§J«hoU {bIV& 

  Give the story of Vimala. 

2. (a) gmo_XÎmM[aV_² `WmJ«ÝW§ {bIV& 

  Describe the story of “Somadatta” according to Dandin.   

  

 (b) AmpîQ>©goZñ` d¥ÎmmÝV§ {bIV& 

  Write the story of Aristasena. 

3. ggÝX^ª ì`m»`mV&   

 Explain the following with reference to context: 

 (a) CÝ_ÎmH$ X¡dV§ Iëdñ_mH$_²& 
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 (b) d`ñ`! Xþb© §̂ nwZ… Xe©Z§ {à`m`m…& 

 (c) n{V_mÌ Y{_©Ur n{Vd«Vo{V Zm_& 

 (d) gdª {dhm` ^moº$ì`_²& 

 (e) X{`Vñ` hñVmÝ_aU_{n _o da_od& 

 (f) BX§ VXod _m{UŠ`_²& 

 (g) Am`©, AmHw$b Bd _o@ÝVamË_m& 

 (h) AmnX§ {h{nVm àmámo Á`oîR>nwÌoU Vm ©̀Vo& 

4. bKwQ>rH$m§ {bIV&  

 Write in brief:   

 (a) ^d^y{V…& 

 (b) AídKmof…& 

 (c) lrhf©…& 

 (d) ^moO…& 
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ASSIGNMENT - 2 

B.A./B.Com./B.Sc./BHM/BBA/BBM DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, MARCH 2023. 

Second Year 

(ii) SANSKRIT PAPER – II (NR) 

MAXIMUM : 30 MARKS 

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS 

1. bú`bjU g_pÝdV§ Ab‘>mam{U {bIV& 

 Define and illustrate Alankaras.   

 (a) {damoYm^mg…& 

 (b) CëboI…& 

 (c) XrnH$_²& 

 (d) AWm©ÝVaÝ`mg…& 

2. {Z{X©îQ {d^{º$fw eãXê$nm{U {bIV& 

 Write the forms of the following sabdas:   

 (a) AmË_Z² - gá_r 

 (b) ^dV² - nw§ - V¥Vr`m& 

 (c) _éV² - n#m_r 

 (d) {^fH²$ - gá_r 

 (e) Zm_Z² - V¥Vr`m 

 (f) `wî_X² - MVwWu 

 (g) VX² - ñÌr - àW_m 

 (h) amOZ² - àW_m 
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3. VÎm²ËàË``mZ² `moO{`Ëdm {bIV& 

 Write the forms of the following adding the given terminations.   

 (a) J_² + Vw_wZ²& 

 (b) ^y + H²$V& 

 (c) Cn + H¥$ + ë`_²& 

 (d) {O + H²$Ëdm& 

 (e) Y¥ + Vw_wZ²& 

 (f) lw + eV¥& 

 (g) Xm + AmZM²& 

 (h) {MÝV + Vì`& 

4. AmÝY«̂ mfm`m§ dm Am§½b^mfm`m§ dm AZwdXV& 

 Translate the sentences into Telugu or English:   

 (a) AmH$meo _oKm… MbpÝV& 

 (b) ~mbH$m… H$ÝXþHo$Z H«$sS>pÝV& 

 (c) `ËZo H$m`m©{U {gÕ`pÝV& 

 (d) AmMm ©̀… N>mÌmUm§ nmR>mZ² ~moY`{V& 

 (e) N>mÌ… Ob§ nmVw§ JÀN>{V& 

 (f) am_… _ZwOmZm§ loîR>…& 

_______________ 
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1. {ZåZ{b{IV nÚm§em| H$mo gàg§J ì`m»`m H$s{OE&   

 (a) (i) OmH$m| amIo gmB`m±, _m[a gHo$ Zm H$mo`& 

   ~mb Z ~m±H$m H$[a gH¡$, Omo OJ ~¡ar hmo`&& 

  (ii) _w{I`m _wI gmo  Mm{hE, ImZ nmZ H$mo EH$& 

   nmb¡ nmog¡ gH$b A§J, Vwbgr g{hV {~~oH$&& 

 (b) (i) Omo ahr_ CÎm_ àH¥${V H$m H$[a gH$V Hw$g§J& 

   MÝXZ {~f ì`mnV Zht, bnQ>o ahV ^wO§J&& 

  (ii) H$moD$ H$mo{Q>H$ g§J«hm¡, H$moD$ bmI hOma&& 

   _mo gån{Îm OXþn{V gXm, {~n{V {~XmaZhma&&  

 (c) (i) XoIH$a ~mYm {d{dY, ~hþ {dÜZ K~amVo Zht 

   ah ^amogo ^mJ Ho$ XþI ^moJ nN>VmVo Zht&& 

  (ii) ^JdmZ H$hV§ h¡§ ñd §̀ hr, ôØmdm| H$mo VoO, 

   h¡ ê$n _oam hr, _wPo Omo gd©^yVm| _| ^Oo&& 

2. {H$gr H${dVm H$m gmam§e {b{IE&   

 (a) H¡$Ho$`r H$m níMmÎmmn& 

 (b)  `wJmdVma ~mny& 

 (c) h_mam ß`mam ^maV df©& 

3. {H$gr H${d H$m n[aM` Xr{OE&   

 (a) H$~raXmg& 

 (b) O`ím§H$a àgmX& 

 (c) gy`©H$m§V {ÌnmR>r {Zambm& 
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MAXIMUM : 30 MARKS 

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS 
 

1. {H$gr {df` na  {Z~§Y {b{IE&    

 (a) {dkmZ go bm^ Am¡a Zï>& 

 (b) XoemQ>Z& 

 (c) XhoO àWm& 

 (d) nwñVH$mb`&

 (e) ór-{ejm&

2. {H$gr gm{hË` {df` na {Z~§Y {b{IE&   

 (a) H¥$îU ^{º$ emIm H$s {deofVm`| ~VmB`o& 

 (b) am_ml`r emIm H$s {deofVm |̀ ~VmB`o& 

 (c) ZmQ>H$ Ho$ {dH$mg na EH$ boI {bIH$a Cg_| O`e§H$a àgmX Or Ho$ ñWmZ H$mo {ZYm©[aV H$s{O`o& 

 (d) _¡{WbreaU Jwá H$m H${d n[aM` Xr{O`o& 

3. {ZåZ{b{IV JÚ H$m {hÝXr _| AZwdmX H$s{OE&   

 Be greatful to your parents. There was a time when you were cast wholly on their 
kindness. When you could neither speak not walk, when you were only a burden to 
them. But did they forsake you? Place confidence on your parents. You should have 
no secrets, which you are unwilling to tell them. If you have done wrong, you 
should openly confess it and ask for their forgiveness. 
 

––––––––––––– 
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ASSIGNMENT - 1 
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH  2023. 

Second Year 
Mathematics – II 

SOLID GEOMETRY AND REAL ANALYSIS 
 MAXIMUM : 30 MARKS 

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS 

 

1. Find the equation of the plane bisecting the acute angle between the planes 
02623  zyx , 0222  zyx . 

02623  zyx , 0222  zyx  

 

2. Prove that the lines 
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 intersect and find their point of 

intersection. 
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3. Find the equation of the sphere through the circle 5432,9222  zyxzyx  and the 

point (1, 2, 3). 

5432,9222  zyxzyx  (1, 2, 3) 

 

4. Find the equation of the cone whose vertex is (1, 2, 3) and base 0,42  zaxy . 

(1, 2, 3) 0,42  zaxy   

5. Prove that every convergent sequence is bounded. 

 

6. Test for the convergence of 
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ASSIGNMENT - 2 
B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH  2023. 

Second Year 
Mathematics – II 

SOLID GEOMETRY AND REAL ANALYSIS 
 MAXIMUM : 30 MARKS 

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS 
 

 

1.    State Cauchy’s mean–value theorem. 

 

2. Prove that a constant function is Riemann integrable on ],[ ba  

],[ ba   

3.  (a) (i) Find the equation of the plane through the points )6,0,7(),2,4,3(),1,2,2(  . 

 )6,0,7(),2,4,3(),1,2,2(    

  (ii) Find the centre and radius of the circle 25222  zyx , 9232  zyx  

 25222  zyx , 9232  zyx   

 (b) (i) A variable plane is at a constant distance p from the origin and meets the axes in 
.,, CBA  Show that the locus of the centroid of the tetrahedron OABC is 

2222 16   pzyx . 

 p

CBA ,, OABC

2222 16   pzyx   

  (ii)  Show that the plane 01222  zyx  touches the sphere 

03242222  zyxzyx  and find the point of contact. 

 03242222  zyxzyx  01222  zyx
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4. (a) (i)  Find the image of the point )4,3,1(  in the plane 032  zyx . 

 032  zyx  )4,3,1(   

  

  (ii) Find the S.D. between the lines 
4
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 (b) (i) Find the equation of the right circular cone whose vertex is )1,2,3(  axis line 
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 zyx
 and semi vertical angle 30º. 

 )1,2,3(  
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 30º 

 

  (ii)  Find the equation of the right circular cylinder whose guiding circle is 

3,9222  zyxzyx . 

 3,9222  zyxzyx

 

5. (a) (i)  State and prove Cauchy’s first theorem on limits. 

  

  (ii) Show that 1
1

lim 
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 (b) (i) Test the convergence of  3
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  (ii)  Test for convergence 
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6. (a) (i) Examine the differentiability of |1|||)ƒ(  xxx  at 0x  and 1x  

 0x  1x  |1|||)ƒ(  xxx   

  

  (ii) State and prove Rolle’s theorem. 

  

 (b) (i) State and prove Fundamental theorem on Integral calculus. 

  

  (ii) Prove that ][)ƒ( xx   is integrable on ]3,0[  and   
3

0

3][ dxx . 

 ]3,0[  ][)ƒ( xx   
3

0

3][ dxx   

———————— 
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ASSIGNMENT - 1 

B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH  2023. 
Second Year 

PHYSICS  II — THERMODYNAMICS 
MAXIMUM : 30 MARKS 

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS 

 
1. Explain briefly the Maxwell distribution of molecular speed. 

 

2. Describe Carnot’s cycle. Obtain an expression for the efficiency of Carnot’s Engine. 

 

3. Explain with theory the adiabatic demagnetisation method for producing low 
temperature. 

 

4. Derive Planck’s law of radiation. 

 

5. What is chromatic aberration? Derive the condition for achromatism when two 
lenser are in contact. 

 

6. Describe the construction and working of a Michelson interferometer. 

 

7. Describe the construction and working of a Nicol Prism. 

 

8. Explain the construction and working of a Ruby Laser? What are the applications 
of Lasers? 

 

9. Explain Transport Phenomena in gases. 

 

10. Derive Clausius-Clayperon’s equation. 
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ASSIGNMENT – 2 

B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH  2023. 
Second Year 

PHYSICS  II — THERMODYNAMICS 
MAXIMUM : 30 MARKS 

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS 

1.    Show that RCC vp   by using Maxwell relations. 

 RCC vp 

2. Derive an expression for Joule Thomson cooling. 

 

3. Explain the principle of Refrigeration. 

 

4. Derive Wien’s displacement law. 

 

5. What are the nodal points and cardinal points of an optical system? 

 

6. Write a short note on Coma. 

 

7. Derive Cosine Law. 

 

8. Explain about Zone plate. 

 

9. What is double refraction? Explain. 

 

10. Describe about Gabor Hologram. 

 

–––––––––––––– 
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ASSIGNMENT - 1 

B.A./B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 2023. 

Second Year 

CHEMISTRY – II 
MAXIMUM : 30 MARKS 

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS 
 

1.  (a) Explain free electron theory and valency band theory in metals. 

 

  

 (b)  Explain the general characteristics of d-block elements. 

  d-  

2. (a) Explain SN1 and SN2 reactions with its energy profile diagram. 

 SN1 SN2    

 (b)  Explain Pinacol-Pinacolone rearrangement and Aldol condensation. 

   

3. (a) Explain Arrhenius theory of electrolyte. 

 

 (b)  Explain Lower CST, Upper CST. 

   CST,  CST  
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4. (a) Explain types of symmetry. 

 

 (b)  Explain Chirality of Glyceraldenyde, Lactic acid, Alanine, Tartaric acid and  
2,3-dibromopentane. 

    2,3- 

 

5. Explain the magnetic behaviour of d-block elements. 

 d-

6. Explain smelting and calcination. 

 

7. Explain Clemensen reduction. 

 

8. Explain Perkin reaction. 

 

9. Explain Cannizaro reaction. 
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ASSIGNMENT – 2 

B.A./B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MARCH 2023. 

Second Year 

CHEMISTRY – II 
MAXIMUM : 30 MARKS 

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS 

1.    Explain Claisen condensation. 

 

2. Explain freezing mixture. 

 

3. What is Galvanic cell; Redox potential. 

 

4. Explain Henrys law. 

5. Explain Bathochromic and Hypsochromic shift. 

 

6. Explain Enantiomers and Diastereomers with examples. 

 

7. What is Common ion effect? 

 

–––––––––––––– 
  


